VIDEO TRYOUTS
Candidates who are trying out by video must have their submission in no later than
7pm on Saturday, May 4th, 2019.
The following elements are required for a tryout video submission:
Stunting
-

Most difficult stunt sequence candidate is able to perform
If the candidate is a base or back, show yourself basing or backing stunts. It
should be clearly indicated who the candidate is within the video. It is
recommended to show as many advanced stunt sequences as possible.
If the candidate is a flyer, please show all body positions held for 5 seconds
each. Heel stretch (left and right), scorpion, scale, and arabesque.
If you are unable to find a stunt group for your video, please attach a video of you
stunting in the last past 6 months.

Tumbling
-

Most difficult standing tumbling pass
Most difficult running tumbling pass

Jumps
-

Sequence of jumps
- Toe touch, pike, side hurdles (left and right)
Sequence of jumps to handspring/tuck/full (optional)

Dance
-

Please perform the tryout dance that is posted on the UCSB Cheer Facebook
Tryout Event Page

Cheer
-

Please perform the specific cheer chant posted on the UCSB Cheer Facebook
Tryout Event Page
Please be as loud as you can for this part!

Interview Portion - the following questions must be answered:
-

Introduction (who you are, major, hometown, etc.)
Your cheerleading background
Why do you want to cheer at UCSB?
What strong qualities will you bring to the team?

The following must be emailed to ucsbcheerleading@gmail.com
1.

A completed tryout packet

2.

Headshot of the candidate

3.

A copy of the candidate’s UCSB acceptance letter (if you’re a a transfer or
incoming freshman)

4.

Tryout video

**A tryout fee of $30 must be venmoed to our treasurer, Joo Yeon Yoo, @jooyeon_yoo
(We are only accepting venmo for video tryouts)
If the candidate is chosen, they will be notified via email.

